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Abstract

The home area network (HAN) is one of the most widely 
researched areas in recent years. HANs integrate 5G/6G 
networks and artificial intelligence technology to provide 
data services for home users. The devices in HANs collect 
and transmit data relating to users’ daily activities for analysis 
by remote service providers. These data often contain a large 
number of users’ personal privacy. The disclosure of these 
data could have far-reaching consequences for the privacy 
of the individuals involved. Some researchers are dedicated 
to investigating the authentication of smart devices by the 
system. However, the increased frequency of interactions 
between devices and gateways, as well as between devices 
themselves, is a defining characteristic of HANs. In this 
paper, a device-to-gateway (D2G) authentication scheme 
is proposed. Based on the authentication result, a partial 
key is generated for smart devices and the gateway. Finally, 
a device-to-device (D2D) group key agreement scheme 
is presented. The security and efficiency of the proposed 
scheme are proved according to the analysis.

Keywords: D2D authentication, Group key agreement, 
Home area networks (HANs)

1  Introduction

Artificial intelligence and future Internet technologies 
are continuously evolving, resulting in a desire for a more 
intelligent life. New technological advances have led to 
the development of new environments, such as vehicular 
ad hoc networks, smart grids, e-health systems, and smart 
homes, which have become an integral part of people’s lives, 
providing more opportunities for a convenient life [1-2]. 
Home area networks (HANs) [3] are the primary application 
scenario for smart homes and smart grids and they are closely 
connected with individuals and their daily lives. In a HAN, 
smart devices like voice assistants, intelligent door locks, air 
conditioners, sweeping robots, etc. are networked together 
in the home [4]. The HAN is powerful and transformative 
because it can be accessed by voice or other bio-information 
to create the possibility for home activity management [5-
6].  As can be seen in Figure 1, in a home area network with 
smart devices, a variety of smart devices are integrated 
into an information interaction platform through wired and 
wireless connections. Smart devices such as a smart fan, 
a sweeping robot, a temperature and humidity monitor, a 

camera, and a smart door lock complete home services for 
users by receiving information and executing instructions, 
which are very important for social networks [7]. In the 
system shown in Figure 1, the camera is used to monitor 
the situation near the home, and the temperature monitor is 
used to monitor the indoor temperature. If the camera detects 
an unauthorized intrusion, the system will send an alarm 
message to the police, who can then investigate the situation 
or confirm it to the residents. If the temperature monitor 
detects abnormally high data, the fi re center will be notifi ed. 
The fire center can make an emergency response after 
verifying that there is a fi re.

Figure 1. Home area networks with smart devices

The information interaction in HANs is mainly divided 
into two categories: device-to-gateway (D2G) and device-
to-device (D2D). D2G communication requires the device 
to authenticate the identity to the gateway node and transmit 
the collected data to the gateway. The gateway will send 
the data to the remote service provider to obtain appropriate 
instructions or analysis feedback. These instructions or 
analyses will be fed back to intelligent devices to perform 
corresponding operations. D2D communication is faster and 
more intelligent. D2D communication enables smart devices 
to form an ad hoc network and intelligently communicate 
between devices with the help of edge servers. For example, 
when someone is at home, once the indoor temperature 
detector detects that the room temperature exceeds a certain 
temperature, it will send instructions to the air conditioner 
to reduce the indoor temperature and keep the residents 
comfortable.
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The motivation of our work: However, the security 
issues in HAN are also very important for the promotion 
and application. The security concerns associated with 
HAN are significant and warrant careful consideration. For 
example, HANs are frequently accessed remotely and are 
thus vulnerable to security attacks. In HANs, a large number 
of smart devices need to communicate with each other. If 
the devices in a group can have a common secure session 
channel, the cooperation between these devices can provide 
users with better intelligent services. External attackers are 
often interested in the information in the group. An attacker 
may masquerade as a legitimate group device to obtain user 
privacy data shared within the group. Researchers mainly 
focus on the communication between devices and gateway 
nodes in HANs, and pay less attention to the interaction 
between devices. The lack of security information interaction 
channel between smart devices may cause the leakage of 
privacy information to home users.

Our contributions:
The contributions of this paper are listed as follows:
A D2G authentication method is presented for the 

verification of new smart device. In this paper, we first 
propose an authentication method for the smart devices and 
the gateway. A smart device signs its pseudo-identity and the 
gateway verify the signature.

A D2D group key agreement scheme is proposed for 
group devices in HANs. Based on the authentication, a D2D 
group key agreement scheme is given to support devices to 
communicate in a group. This scheme helps smart devices 
in HANs easily collaborate with each other to provide an 
intelligent life for individuals.

The scheme Is proved to be secure and efficient 
for HANs. In the security analysis, the correctness of the 
designed scheme is first proved. Then, the unforgeability 
of the signature in D2G authentication is also proved. In 
addition, the scheme is proved to be semantic secure under 
the BDH assumption. The simulation indicates that the 
scheme is efficient for HAN environment.

2  Related Work

A number of studies have been undertaken in the area of 
home area networks in recent years [8-10]. Satam et al. [11] 
provide a home area automated intrusion detection system 
with the assistance of wireless sensors. Semantic names are 
utilized to achieve device-to-device communication over 
wireless broadcast media in [12]. Many new technologies 
have been applied to HANs, such as automated firmware 
analysis, machine learning, and blockchain technology 
[13]. The work by McAuley et al. [14] considers the new 
challenges of cyber-security in HANs. Scott et al. [15] 
provide a secure recommendation scheme for AI-empowered 
home area networks. Pillai et al. [16] focus on the user-
defined device interaction rules in HANs. Manandhar et al. 
[17] discuss the policies for the collection and sharing of 
device data. Aïvodji et al. [18] show a possibility of secured 
and privacy-preserving smart home architecture based on 
federated learning. There are also some studies focus on 
group authentication and key agreement [19].

All the above-mentioned schemes rarely considered the 
device-to-device group key agreement for the home area 
networks.

3  Preliminaries

In this phase, some significant preliminaries are presented 
in this section.

3.1 Bilinear Pairing
Let G1 and G2 be groups with prime order q. G1 and G2 

are multiplicative groups. The mapping relationship can be 
described as follows:

Bilinearity. e (ga, gb) = e (g, g)ab, a, b ∈ *
pZ .

Non-degeneracy. If g is a generator of G1, and e (g, g) is 
a generator of G2, we have e (g, g) ≠ 1.

Computability. e is efficiently computable.

3.2 DL Assumption
Discrete logarithm assumption (DL assumption) can be 

defined as: Let G be a multiplicative group, g be the generator 
of G, and ga∈G. a∈Zp. It is difficult to compute for an 
adversary, which can be demonstrated as:

( ) Pr[ ( , ) ]DL a
A DLAdv K A g g a= → = 

3.3 CDH Assumption
Computational Diffie-Hellman assumption (CDH 

assumption) can be defined as: Let G be a multiplicative 
group, g be the generator of G, and ga, gb∈G. a, b∈Zp. It is 
difficult to compute gab for an adversary, which can be 
demonstrated as:

( ) Pr[ ( , , ) ]CDH a b ab
A CDHAdv K A g g g g= → = 

4  System Model and Security Model

In this section, the system model and the security model 
are introduced in detail.

4.1 System Model
The system mentioned in this paper is in the environment 

of home area networks with smart devices trying to 
communicate with each other in a group. The system model 
is illustrated by Figure 2.

There are three entities in the presented system: the 
registration center (RC), the home gateway (GW), and all 
the smart devices (SD). The roles of these three entities are 
introduced as follows:

Registration center (RC): An RC is used for the 
registration of a new home gateway or a new smart device. 
The setup phase is implemented by the RC offline. The 
calculation on the RC can be considered as not affecting the 
efficiency of the scheme.

Gateway (GW): A GW in the room is to authenticate 
smart devices and assist devices to communicate with 
each other. In this system, a GW, as one of the members 
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participating in information sharing in a HAN, is allowed to 
share a session key with intelligent devices.

Smart devices (SD): SDs are devices equipped with 
multiple IoT sensors. These devices receive or execute the 
instructions issued by residents to achieve various functional 
features in the smart home environment.

4.2 Security Model
The security model of this proposal can be described in 

the following aspects:
Unforgeability of the D2G signature: The signature 

generated in the D2G authentication phase may be forged 
by an unregistered adversary. The adversary may participate 
in the key generation phase with a forged signature. The 
unforgeability of the D2G signature means that the signature 
generated in the D2G authentication phase cannot be forged 
by any adversaries.

D2D group session key security: External attackers may 
obtain the encrypted data of group members by rebuilding the 
group key. According to the rebuilt group key, the attackers 
may have the advantage to obtain the information transmitted 
in the smart device group of the HAN. The D2D group 
session key security means that the group key generated in 
the D2D group key generation phase cannot be distinguished 
from a random value.

Figure 2. The system model of the proposal

5  Main Idea

In this section, the main idea of our proposed scheme 
is described in detail. Firstly, an overview of the scheme is 
given to show a brief introduce of the scheme. Then, the 
detailed scheme is demonstrated in for phases.

5.1 Overview of the Proposed Scheme
An overview of the proposed scheme is given in this 

subsection. This scheme is composed of four phases: setup 
phase, D2G authentication phase, partial key generation 
phase, and D2D group key generation phase. In the setup 
phase, the system generates some necessary parameters. 
The gateway GW and the devices generate their public keys 
and secret keys. In the D2G authentication phase, smart 
devices generate signatures for verifi cation. In the partial key 
generation phase, a smart device generates a partial parameter 
and a partial key. In the D2D group key generation phase, 
the GW sends back parameters generated by the partial keys 
of the smart devices. The smart devices establish their group 
key agreement.

5.2 Setup Phase
The secret key of the GW is chosen as z. The public key 

of the GW is hG = gz. The smart device SDi chooses a secret 
value xi ← Zp. Then SDi computes Ai = ixg . The pair of secret 
key and public key (pki, ski) of this smart device is listed as 
follows:

pki = (Ai, f)
ski = xi .

(1)

A pseudo-identity PIDi is generated by the smart device 
SDi .

5.3 D2G Authentication Phase
The D2G authentication phase is implemented between 

the smart device and the home gateway GW.
The smart device SDi chooses a random value ri ← Zp.  

According to its pseudo-identity, SDi computes σi .

1 2

1
( , )( , ) , .i i ix H PID r

i i i ir fσ σ σ +
 

= =   
 

                     (2)

The value of σi is sent to the home gateway GW. The GW 
verify σi by the following equation.

( )1

2

( , ), ( , ).i iH PID
i ie A g e f gσσ =                         (3)

If Eq. (3) stands, the device can join in this HAN. 
Otherwise, the request will be refused.

5.4 Partial Key Generation Phase
The device SDi generates a partial parameter Bi = ix

Gh . A 
partial key is generated as Eq. (4).

1 22 1( , , , , ).
ix G i i i ik H B f PIDσ σ=                        (4)

According to the device’s public key, the GW can also 
generate this value.

5.5 D2D Group Key Generation Phase
The GW computes Eq. (5) and sends Mi to SDi.

\{ }
20 .

I i
x Gy yk

iM g =∏=                                    (5)

The devices in the group are sequenced. The device SDi

computes Eq. (6) as its group session key.

2
2 [ ]( ,{ } ).x Gik

i i i ISK H M PID=                          (6)

6  Security Analysis

The correctness and security of the proposed scheme is 
proved in this section.
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6.1 Correctness
The correctness of the D2G authentication can be proved 

by Eq. (7).

( )1

2

( , ), i iH PID
i ie A g σσ

1

1
( , )( , ) , i ii i i H PIDx H PID r

ie f A g σ+
 

=   
 

1

1
( , )( , ) , i ii i i i H PIDx H PID r xe f g g σ+

 
=   

 
1

( , ) ( , ),i i i i i ix H PID r x H PID re f g g+
 

=   
 

1
( , ) ( , ),i i i i i ix H PID r x H PID re f g+ +

 
=   

 
1 ( , )

( , )( , )
i i i

i i i
x H PID r

x H PID re f g
+

+=

( , ).e f g=                                                           (7)

The partial key 2ix Gk  can be correctly generated by the 
GW, which can be proved by Eq. (8).

2ix Gk

1 21 ,( , , , )i i i iH B f PIDσ σ=

1 21( , , , , )ix
G i i iH h f PIDσ σ=

1 21( , , , , )izx
i i iH g f PIDσ σ=

1 21( , , , , ).z
i i i iH A f PIDσ σ=                                 (8)

The same session key SKi can be generated by each smart 
device, which can be proved by Eq. (9).

iSK
2

2 [ ]( ,{ } )x Gik
i i IH M PID=

0 2

2 [ ]( ,{ } ).
I
i x Gik

i IH g PID=∏=                                (9)

6.2 Security
In this subsection, the security of the proposed scheme is 

analyzed from the following aspects.
Theorem 1: Unforgeability of the D2G signature. The 

signature generated in the D2G authentication can be proved 
to be unforgeable.

Proof:
T h e  s i g n a t u r e  i s  d e s i g n e d  a s  σ i  =  

1 2
( , )i iσ σ  =  

1
( , ), i i ix H PID r

ir f +
 
  
 

. 

In this signature, 
1i irσ =   is a random value chosen by the 

device. 
2

1
( , )i i ix H PID r

i fσ +=  is computed by the device with its 

secret value. The adversary can know nothing about the 
secret value with an advantage of 2D G . If the value can be 
computed, then the adversary can also solve the DL problem 
with advantage at least DL  ≥ 2D G . However, according to 

the security model, the advantage DL  is negligible. So, the 

advantage 2D G  is also negligible, and the D2G signature is 
unforgeable.

Theorem 2: D2D group session key security. The 
group key generated by group devices in the D2D group key 
agreement phase can be proved to be secure.

Proof:
The group key Ski = H2 2

[ ]( ,{ } )x Gik
i i IM PID , where Mi  = 

\{ }
20

I i
x Gy ykg =∏ .

The value  can only be calculated by the device i and the 
GW. This is because 2x Gy

k = H1(Bi, σi1, σi2, f, PIDi) , where Bi  = 
ix

Gh  = izxg . The adversary can obtain gz and ixg . But it can 

hardly calculate izxg . If the adversary can generate this value 

in the value of 2D D , it can solve the CDH problem with 

advantage at least CDH  ≥ 2D D . Since CDH  is negligible, the 

advantage 2D D  is also negligible, and the D2D key 
agreement is secure. The message encrypted with SKi is also 
secure.

7  Performance Analysis

The operations implemented by SD and GW are listed as 
Table 1.

Table 1. The operations of SD and GW
D2G D2GVerif-

GW
Partial Key D2D-GW D2D-SD

1H+1E 1H+1P 1E+1H IE+IH 1E+1H

H is denoted as the anti-collision hash function.  is the 
exponential operation. P is the pairing operation. The number 
I is the total number of the smart devices.

As can be seen in Table 1, the GW takes over most of 
the calculation operations. The calculation burden on the 
resource limited entities (the smart devices) are relatively 
low.

The simulation of the scheme is implemented on the 
platform Ubuntu. The smart devices are simulated on 
Raspberry Pi 4 Computer Model B with 2G RAM. The GW 
is simulated on a laptop with 8G RAM.

As is shown in Figure 3, the time costs of each phase in 
views of an SD and a GW are illustrated in Figure 3. The 
simulation results show that most of the time cost are on the 
GW side. The algorithms on the SD side are efficient.
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Figure 3. The time cost of different phases

8  Conclusion

In this paper, a D2D key agreement scheme is proposed 
for the home area networks (HANs) with smart devices. 
This scheme can support D2G authentication. Based on the 
authentication, with a partial key generated by the smart 
devices, a group key can be generated by devices with the 
assistance of the home gateway. According to our assistance, 
the scheme is secure and efficient for the application in 
HANs.
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